Introduction
A helicopter rotor blade generates a vortical wake that has a large effect on its performance, vibrations and noise. In order to accurately predict the performance of the rotor system, a numerical method must capture this important feature. In the past, numerical methods have relied upon empirically based models to approximate the wake effect (references [1] -[71) . More recently, researchers have used various CFD methods such as vorticity confinement coupled with full potential [8] and Euler or Navier-Stokes with periodic boundary conditions ( [9] and [10] ) in attempts to compute the wake structure from first principles.
All the methods mentioned above use single-block, [ 18] to estimate the eddy viscosity.
The unstructured grid flow solver is the code developed by Barth [11] and later modified by Strawn and
Barth [12] At the far field boundaries, the flow field magnitudes and direction depend upon the predicted rotor thrust as described by Srinivasan, et. al. [10] and Strawn and Barth [12] . This field is a linear superposition of momentum and potential theory. Momentum theory states that at some computed thrust and at some region far away from the rotor plane, mass flows out at twice the induced velocity at the rotor plane and over half its area. With potential theory, the rotor acts like a potential sink with the mass flux into the domain distributed over some far field area. This combination of boundary conditions yields a steady-state solution to the otherwise unsteady rotor in hover problem.
With overset grids, a sequence of grid sub-domains overlap. At the appropriate outer and resulting interior boundaries, the conserved flow data are interpolated between the separate grids. Consider, for example, the simple three grid system in Figure 1 , where grids 1 and 2 are structured grids and grid 3 is an unstructured grid.
Furthermore, grid 1 creates a hole within grid 2 and grid 2 creates a hole in grid 3. Grid 1 interpolates outer boundary data from grid 2. Grid 2 interpolates outer boundary from grid 3 and hole data from grid 1. Grid 3
obtains hole boundary data from grid 2.
Figure 1. Three Grid Example Case
The current method uses the edge subdivision meth- refinement. In the current work, the grids are allowed to refine up to a maximum of three subdivision levels.
The helicopter rotor wake is the predominant flow feature in hover. Further geometric constraints were imposed to help improve the tip vortex resolution. The final adaption indicator uses a scaled vorticity that allows the grid to refine to only three levels. The adaption is then limited to occur only within 2 chords of the blade tip radius.
The rotor solutions in this paper use the structured/ unstructured overset grid system reported earlier by Duque [20] . This grid system models the rectangular planform two bladed rotor by Caradonna and Tung [21] .
This blade has a NACA0012 cross section, a squared off tip and an aspect ratio of 6. The overset grid system consists of four separate grids -one grid for the main rotor blade, two grids for the root and the tip and one for the far field unstructured wake grid. As shown in Figure 2 , the blade grid captures the overall shape of the geometry under investigation.
The grid accurately resolves the blade tips through the tip cap grid illustrated in Figure 2 .
These grids are overset onto an unstructured grid that is generated by algebraically subdividing an existing structured grid into tetrahedral elements.
The rotor in hover computations were performed at one of the subsonic tip hover test condition reported by One problem with tetrahedral meshes is that it is very difficult to subdivide the grid in a truly anisotropic manner. Isotropic subdivision rapidly leads to high computational costs and the results will show that tetrahedral meshes may not be the ideal unstructured grid element for helicopter wakes. This is because the predominate features in helicopter wakes are tip vortices, which are inherently anisotropic.
Hexahedral, or mixedelement meshes are much better suited for anisotropic subdivision than their tetrahedral counterparts but these were not used in the present study. Figure 3a shows the initial coarse grid. Figure 3b shows the final grid obtained using the scaled vorticity grid indicator. The grid shows refinement at the tip vortex region as denoted. In this region, the grid shows multiple levels of grid refinement. Grid refinement at the root vortex location is also seen. Figure 3c shows the grid at the same location but with a maximum limit of three refinement levels. Four flow features become evident -initial tip vortex, wake sheet, root vortex and first passage of tip vortex. The major differences between this adapted grid and the previous are the increased adaption on the wake sheet and themultiple levels of adaption on the root vortex. The first vortex passage also shows more adaption levels than with the previous indicator. Figure 3d shows the periodic plane grid with vorticity scaling, subdivision level limits and with adaption constrained to two chords inboard and outboard of the tip. The first noticeable difference between this case and the previous two is the lack of adaption at the root vortex. This indicator also yields more edge refinement surrounding the primary tip vortex region. No refinement occurs in the wake sheet region. The refinement in the first vortex passage location shows a larger refinement ar_a.
We now move closer to the blade and take a planar cut through the unstructured grid. The cut is parallel to and 1.2 chords behind the blade trailing edge. Figure 4a As we move closer to the blade trailing edge, the grid is further refined on the tip vortex and wake sheet.
As the refinement increases, the level of vorticity magnitude that convects with the unstructured grid also increases. The unstructured grid then tends to refine to the level of the gradients in the flow field. The smallest gradient scales for a Navier-Stokes computation is the boundary layer height. Although the unstructured grid could theoretically refine to the fine scales, the isotropic subdivision requirement quickly increases the computer memory requirement.
The grid interface boundary between the structured and unstructured overset grid highlights this problem with the isotropic subdivision requirement. Figure 5a shows the initial interface boundary. The grid then refines via the scaled vorticity, Figure 5b . Many refinement levels allows for many points to lie within the tip vortex region. At the wake sheet, the grid begins to approach the boundary layer scales. Note that far inboard, the grid abruptly coarsens. This change occurs because the scheme distributes most of its available resources into the elements towards the tip. For a fixed number of total elements, the adaption onto the fine wake sheet and tip vortex scales has absorbed a large number of the total allowed elements. 
